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Preface – Economic Climate 
 
The Israeli economy is an advanced economy that belongs to the  
OECD organization. The GDP per capita is $ 44,962 and the growth 
rate in 2010-2019 was the average annual growth rate of 3.3% per 
year. At the beginning of the Corona crisis, the debt-to-GDP ratio 
was 60% and was one of the lowest in the Western world. The 
government deficit was 3.7% and the unemployment rate was 3.4%. 
 
The Corona crisis has affected the Israeli economy significantly, as 
have other economies in the world. The deficit in April 2020 – March 
2021 is 12.1% from the GDP.The debt-to-GDP ratio is 4.47 % The 
unemployment rate rose to 5.1% but the unofficial unemployment 
rate climbed to about 12%. Along with the economic crisis in Israel, 
there is also a political complexity  and the indecisive results new 
election in March 2021 that makes it difficult for the government to 
pass a new budget and formulate a coherent economic policy. On 
the other hand, from a monetary point of view, the crisis is being 
managed professionally by the Bank of Israel, which is monitoring 
the local credit market and solving liquidity problems through plans 
to purchase bonds and keep interest rates low. 
 
In March, the third lockdown has ended, and the trend of 
immunization intensified. By the end of the month, in Israel were 
vaccinated over 5 million people, who make up over 50% of the 
population. As a result, there was a decrease in morbidity and 
businesses were reopened and there was a decrease in 



unemployment. The end of the health crisis will undoubtedly lead to 
a recovery in the economic situation during 2021. According to the 
forecasts of the Chief Economist in the Ministry of Finance, growth 
in 2021 is expected to reach 4.6%. 
 

 
Statistical Profile: Israel March 2021  

 

Society 

Population (February 2021): 9.313  Million  

Economy 

GDP per capita: $44,962 

Inflation (March 2021): 0.2% Annual Growth Rate  

Current Account Balance (Q4 2020): 4.69% of GDP  

Trade in Goods and Services: $ 0.85   billion 

Finance 

US Dollar Exchange rate: NIS 3.31 

Euro Exchange rate: NIS 3.94  

Long-term interest rates (February 2021): 0.98% Per Annum  

Short-term interest rates (February 2021): -0.03% Per Annum 

Government 

Debt to GDP ratio:  74.4% 

Deficit to GDP (April 2020- March 2021): 12.1%  

Motorization 

Level of Motorization (Q4 2019): 394 Vehicles/1,000 Residence 

 

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/economics/country-statistical-profiles-key-tables-from-oecd_20752288
https://data.oecd.org/society.htm


Innovation and Technology 

Gross Domestic Spending on R&D (2019): 4.93% of GDP  

Environment 

CO2 Emissions (2017): 7.3 Tonnes Per Capita  

Jobs  

Employment Rate (Q1 2021): 65.84% of Working Age Population 

Official Unemployment Rate (February 2021): 5.08% of Labour Force 

Unofficial Unemployment Rate (including non-paid absence due to 

Covid 19): 12% 

 
New Cars and CV Registrations 

 
Israel New Passenger Car Registration January-March 2021 

 
Passenger car registration: +17.9% compared with Jan-March 

2020. 

In March 2021, the Israeli passenger car market registered 26,700 
new cars. This figure represents an increase of 43.6% in 
registrations compared with March 2020. Since January, 100,447 
new cars were registered – an increase of 17.9% compared with 
Jan-March 2020. This figure also sets a new record for Q1 
registrations in the Israeli market. 
  

https://data.oecd.org/air/air-and-ghg-emissions.htm


 
 
 

New Passenger Cars Registration in Israel  
January-March 2021 - According to Brands 

 

 

 
New CV above 3.5 ton and Bus Registration in Israel - 

January-March 2021 

 

Commercial Vehicles above 3.5 ton registration: +36.6% compared 
with March 2020; Since January 2021, an increase of 19.9% 
 
In March 2021, the Israeli market for CV above 3.5 ton registered 
an increase of 36.6% in registrations compared with March 2020, 
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New Passenger Cars Registration in Israel - 1-3/2021

2019 2020 2021

Change%Change%BrandNo.

21/20202020212020202121/202020202120202021

20.0131701580615.515.754.02581397413.914.9Hyundai1

23.7105371303412.413.068.52091352411.213.2Toyota2

13.1102691161012.111.617.62475291013.310.9Kia3

6.0731877558.67.745.7171224959.29.3Skoda4

2.2573358616.75.84.8138314507.45.4Mitsubishi5

39.2415357824.95.814.099811385.44.3Mazda6

20.0415349874.95.030.5107614045.85.3Seat7

5.4340835934.03.6136.44099672.23.6Chevrolet8

18.6283233603.33.313.77148123.83.0Renault9

-4.4314630093.73.0-41.28014714.31.8Nissan10

-14.2347229804.13.012.88279334.43.5Suzuki11

59.0181428842.12.9294.53299691.83.6Peugeot12

60.0143922991.72.335.43765092.01.9Subaru13

-3.3228122052.72.249.04696992.52.6Citroen14

21.9143517491.71.7266.32055461.12.0Audi15

22.2132516201.61.699.41783551.01.3Mercedes16

98.178015450.91.5549.2613350.31.3B.M.W17

-23.5144011011.71.113.84144712.21.8VW18

79.85299510.60.9204.31162370.60.9Jeep19

-19.511709421.40.941.31962771.11.0Honda20

Jan-MarMarch

UnitsShare%UnitsShare%



with 1,351 new registrations. Since January 2021, 4,833 new CV 
and buses were registered – an increase of 19.9% compared with 
Jan-Mar 2020. 
 

 
 
 

New CV above 3.5 ton Registration in Israel  
January-March 2021 - According to Brands 
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New CV above 3.5 ton Registration in Israel- 1-3/2021

2019 2020 2021

Change%Change%

21/20202020212020202121/202020202120202021

40.039054612.113.2103.29318911.316.3Mercedes1

58.93094919.611.8-11.181729.86.2Chevrolet2

23.834042110.610.214.911413113.811.3Volvo3

6.633135310.38.516.79010510.99.1DAF4

36.72483397.78.275.954956.58.2Scania5

77.01652925.17.089.146875.67.5FIAT6

41.71922726.06.697.845895.57.7Renault7

25.41852325.85.6-64.768248.22.1Dodge-Ram8

5.52182306.85.560.946745.66.4MAN9

-31.332622410.15.433.871958.68.2Isuzu10

48.61402084.45.0-12.133294.02.5Ford11

85.01001853.14.5131.316371.93.2VW12

55.2961493.03.6270.020742.46.4Peugeot13

74.4781362.43.365.020332.42.9Iveco14

0.052521.61.3-26.023172.81.5HINO15

-31.316110.50.30.0330.40.3Fuso16

100.0360.10.1100.0120.10.2JAC17

Jan-MarMarch

BrandNo

UnitsShare%UnitsShare%



New Bus Registration in Israel January-March 2021 - 
According to Brands 

 

 

 

 
Israel's Auto and Auto-Tech industry 

 
Autotalks mulling merger with SPAC Company 
 
Autotalks, an Israeli auto-tech company developing smart 
communication solutions using V2X technology, is considering a 
merger with a SPAC company in order to be traded in Nasdaq. The 
company is aiming for a valuation of 1.5-2B US$. Autotalks has 
already won two contracts for implementing communication chips in 
future VW and Toyota models. The company has raised 120M US$ 
and employs a hundred employees.  
    
Ford adopts Israeli App Mappo  
 
Ford Motor Company will embed Israeli app Mappo in its cars 
multimedia systems. The app connects to the map of the navigation 
system and adds cultural information, taken from books, films, 
songs and historical events, to landmarks on the map. The app will 
be available for download from Ford's app shop and is compatible 
with SYNC 3 and SYNC 4 multimedia systems. Mappo was founded 
in 2016, raised so far 3.5M US$ and employs 20 employees. It 
currently holds information about 30,000 landmarks, most of which 
are in large cities in the US.  
 
 
 
 

Change%Change%

21/20202020212020202121/202020202120202021

-28.741529650.743.1-22.0826449.732.8Mercedes1

28.09311911.417.331.0293817.619.5Volvo2

528.614881.712.82800.00280.014.4Solaris3

-31.3966611.79.646.715229.111.3MAN4

550.06390.75.733.3341.82.1Higer5

-64.937134.51.9-83.3613.60.5Scania6

-61.331123.81.71000.01110.65.6Yutong7

-71.435104.31.5-46.21377.93.6VW8

-50.01682.01.250.0231.21.5Iveco9

8000801.24000402.1Temsa10

-12.5871.01.0-40.0533.01.5Ford11

-69.21341.60.6-100.0100.60.0IRIZAR12

-69.21341.60.6-50.0211.20.5Isuzu13

-81.31632.00.4100.0120.61.0Golden Dragon14

-92.91411.70.1-100.0402.40.0Zhong Tong15

-88.9911.10.10.0000.00.0Renault16

Jan-MarMarch

BrandNo.

UnitsShare%UnitsShare%



Kia Importer Invests in Car Sharing Service 
 
 Talcar, the official importer and distributor of Kia and SsangYong in 
Israel, invests 3.5M NIS in GoTo, the operator of car2go car sharing 
service. The investment was made according to a company value 
of 45M NIS. This is the first time that a car importer invests in the 
field of car sharing. GoTo also operates Tel-Aviv municipality car 
sharing service Autotel. The investment echoes Kia's Kia-Flex 
service and may lead to more Kia cars serving as part of car2go's 
fleet.   
 
Israeli Auto-Tech: Summary Report 
 
Roland Berger Consulting and EcoMotion community released a 
report summarizing the state of the Israeli Auto-Tech industry. 
According to the report, 40% of Auto-Tech start-ups concentrate on 
cyber security, ADAS, connectivity and autonomous driving, 35% on 
mobility as service and 15% on electrification and energy. The report 
states that there are 621 Israeli Auto-Tech start-ups, 419 of them 
founded in the last 5 years. So far, start-ups developing connectivity 
and autonomous driving technology has attracted most of the 
investments – 19.58B US$. 
 
SerVision Launches Blind Spot Monitoring System 
 
Israeli SerVision launches a new blind spot monitoring safety 
system. The radar-based system monitors all that happens behind 
the vehicle and alerts the driver in case there is a danger of collision 
during over taking. According to SerVision, of the 10 most popular 
car models sold in Israel, 8 don't have a blind spot monitoring 
system.    
 
IVECO to Test SaverOne Safety System in a Joint Pilot Study  
 
SaverOne, developer of a system for monitoring driver alertness 
and mobile phone usage during driving, has announced a first 
collaboration with a truck manufacturer. According to SaverOne, 
IVECO will test the system for a few weeks as part of a pilot study, 
and if successful, will consider implementing it in new IVECO trucks. 
This is the first collaboration between SaverOne and a manufacturer 
outside of Israel, and the company considers it to be a strategic goal, 
in addition to marketing the system as an "after-market" product, 
directly to large fleets.     



 
Jungo Heading for IPO 
 
Israeli start-up Jungo, developer of driver monitoring systems, is 
getting ready for an IPO in Tel-Aviv. According to The Marker 
newspaper, the company aims for a valuation of 400-500M NIS. 
Jungo's product is a AI software that connects to a camera facing 
the passenger compartment of the car and monitors what happens 
in it. The action taken once the system identifies that the driver is 
distracted, can be determined by the car manufacturer. Jungo was 
founded in 2013 and currently employs 30 employees.   
 
  

 

 

     Dr. Hanan Golan     Mr. Hezi Shayb 
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The economic chapter of the review was edited by Mr. Nadav Caspi, 

the I-via's Chief Economist.  

 


